[Books] Nightwing Volume 4
Rebirth Blockbuster
Nightwing Dc Universe
Rebirth
Yeah, reviewing a book nightwing volume 4 rebirth blockbuster
nightwing dc universe rebirth could accumulate your close links
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, ability does not suggest that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as capably as understanding even more than new will
allow each success. bordering to, the broadcast as well as keenness of
this nightwing volume 4 rebirth blockbuster nightwing dc universe
rebirth can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Nightwing Vol. 4:
Blockbuster (Rebirth)-Tim
Seeley 2018 "Nightwing
created by Marv Wolfman and
George Paerez; Huntress
created by Paul Levitz, Bob
Layton and Joe Staton; Spyral
created by Grant Morrison,
Chris Burnham and Yanick
Paquette."

Nightwing Vol. 4:
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

Blockbuster-Tim Seeley
2018-01-23 Dick Grayson, also
known as Nightwing, has
adopted Blüdhaven as his
home, and it’s his mission to
keep the streets safe from the
high-tech weapons that are
suddenly pouring in...even if it
puts his newly stable
relationship with his girlfriend
Shawn in jeopardy. But for
the super-strong criminal
known as Blockbuster,
Blüdhaven isn’t just an
adopted home—it’s in his
veins. So when he reaches out
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to Nightwing to help him rid
the streets of these deadly
weapons, will Dick find
himself with a powerful new
ally...or walking into a deadly
trap? Plus, Dick’s former
identity as Grayson, Agent of
Spyral comes back to pay a
visit in the form of Huntress!
GRAYSON writer Tim Seeley
(BATMAN ETERNAL) and
artists Miguel Mendonca
(WONDER WOMAN) and
Javier Fernandez (RED
HOOD/ARSENAL) continue
Nightwing’s Rebirth by
bringing back one of his most
iconic villains! Collects
NIGHTWING #22-28.

Nightwing: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 1-Tim
Seeley 2017-10-31 Back in
blue, the latest hit
NIGHTWING series is now
collected in NIGHTWING:
THE REBIRTH DELUXE
EDITION BOOK 1! Dick
Grayson is his name. Heroism
is his one true calling. To
heed that call, heÕs worn
many faces. He was the first
Robin and a replacement
Batman, a superspy and a
dead man walking. But the
greatest of the masks heÕs
worn into battle against evil is
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

the one he created
himselfÑthe one heÕs just
won a hard-fought battle to
take back. HeÕs Nightwing.
And heÕs returned to reclaim
the streets of the cities he
loves. From Gotham City to
his adopted home of
BlŸdhaven, Nightwing is
taking the war on crime
personallyÑand heÕs taking it
right to the enemy. The allpowerful Court of Owls and
their rogue agent Raptor. The
old foes out for his blood and
the new serial killer framing
him for crimes he didnÕt
commit. Even his mentor, the
Dark Knight, and his longtime
love interest Barbara Gordon,
a.k.a. Batgirl, wonÕt stand in
his way. Now more than ever,
the night belongs to
Nightwing! Discover the start
of an all-new saga in the life
of one of comicsÕ greatest
heroes in NIGHTWING: THE
REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION
BOOK ONE, from the creative
team of Tim Seeley, Javier
Fernandez, Marcus To and
Chris SotomayorÑexploding
from the pages of the
blockbuster DC: UNIVERSE
REBIRTH event! Collects
NIGHTWING: REBIRTH #1
and NIGHTWING #1-15.
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Nightwing (2016-) #4-Tim
Seeley 2016-09-07 “BETTER
THAN BATMAN” part four! At
last, Nightwing and Raptor
enact their endgame to shut
down the Parliament of Owls
permanently! But the
Parliament has one last card
up its sleeves: The Moloch, a
giant owl monster whose
mission is simple: eviscerate
Nightwing and Raptor.

Nightwing Vol. 5: Raptor's
Revenge (Rebirth)-Tim
Seeley 2018-05 The blackand-blue adventures of
Nightwing, the former Robin,
continue in the newest
installment of his critically
acclaimed series,
NIGHTWING VOL. 5! As
Raptor's influence expands
and his plans grow more
sinister, Nightwing must rally
the city and the Run-Offs and
hope that Blockbuster's
hatred of him doesn't
outweigh his loyalty to the
people of the Bl�dhaven.
Nightwing rejected Raptor's
offer to be his new prot�g�.
And since he escaped prison
months ago, Raptor has been
making his plans to show
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Nightwing that if he didn't
want Raptor as a mentor...he
will get him as the worst
enemy he's ever had! Now,
Raptor is back in Bl�dhaven
with secrets and a plan that
will tear the city apart--and
could put Nightwing out of
commission forever! With
GRAYSON scribe Tim Seeley
and fantastic art from Javier
Fernandez, the former Boy
Wonder flies high in this
latest thriller graphic novel!
Collects #30-34.

Nightwing-Sam Humphries
2018-09-11 A threat from Dick
Grayson's past past resurfaces
in NIGHTWING VOL. 6: THE
UNTOUCHABLE! Nightwing
finally feels like he's got his
life in Bl�dhaven under
control. But the one thing he
wasn't expecting was for a
case from his past in Gotham
City to rear its head here--a
murderer he never set eyes
on, but whose unmistakable
signature has arrived in his
new city! How many people
will die before he's stopped
this time? Or worse than
that...what if Dick can't stop
him? Incoming creative team
Sam Humphries (GREEN
LANTERNS) and Bernard
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Chang (BATMAN BEYOND)
will take Nightwing back to
his days as Robin and force
him to question his future as
well in NIGHTWING VOL. 6:
THE UNTOUCHABLE!
Collects #35-41.

Nightwing: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 2-Tim
Seeley 2018-05-22 Dick
Grayson is
NightwingÑprotector of
BlŸdhaven, member of the
Titans, superhero and allaround good guy. But Dick
has been so much more in the
past. He was the original
Robin. He wore the cowl of
Batman. He was even a superspy for the mysterious
organization Spyral. And now,
when all he wants to do is
establish his new life in
BlŸdhaven, all of DickÕs past
lives have come back to haunt
him. From DickÕs time as
Batman, one of his deadliest
villains has returned, and so
has DickÕs sidekick from
those daysÑDamian Wayne,
current Robin and the slightly
insane son of Bruce Wayne!
Also joining the party is his
former partner Huntress, who
is helping him track down a
killer with surprising links to
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

their time in Spyral. And from
DickÕs previous stint as
Nightwing, his old archenemy
Blockbuster is back. But this
is a Blockbuster like Dick has
never dealt with before...and
he wants BlŸdhaven all to
himself. Nightwing may be
making a fresh start in
BlŸdhaven, but his past
doesnÕt die easy! Writer Tim
Seeley (Green Lanterns) and
artists Javier Fernandez (Red
Hood/Arsenal), Chris
Sotomayor (Detective Comics)
and others continue DickÕs
adventures in Nightwing: The
Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book
Two! Collects the third and
fourth softcover trades into
hardcover for the first time
ever, including Collects
Nightwing issues #16-28!

Nightwing: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 3-Tim
Seeley 2019-01-29 Dick
Grayson is Nightwing-protector of BlŸdhaven,
member of the Titans,
superhero and all-around
good guy. But Dick has been
so much more in the past. He
was the original Robin. He
wore the cowl of Batman. He
was even a super-spy for the
mysterious organization
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Spyral. And now, when all he
wants to do is establish his
new life in BlŸdhaven. Join
Nightwing on his journey to
discovering his new identify
and giving BlŸdhaven a
reason to remember his name.
This deluxe edition includes
the storyline "Raptor's
Revenge." Nightwing rejected
Raptor's offer to be his new
protŽgŽ. And since he
escaped prison months ago,
Raptor has been making his
plans to show Nightwing that
if he didn't want Raptor as a
mentor...he will get him as the
worst enemy he's ever had!
Now Raptor is back in
BlŸdhaven with secrets and a
plan that will tear the city
apart--and could put
Nightwing out of commission
forever! And just when
Nightwing finally feels like
he's got his life in BlŸdhaven
under control--a murderer
from his Gotham City days has
arrived in his new city! How
many people will die before
he's stopped this time? Or
worse than that...what if Dick
can't stop him? Find all this
and more in Nightwing: The
Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book
3. Writer Tim Seeley (Green
Lanterns) and artists Javier
Fernandez (Red
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

Hood/Arsenal), Chris
Sotomayor (Detective Comics)
and others continue Dick's
adventures in Nightwing: The
Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book
3! Collects the fifth and sixth
softcover trades into
hardcover for the first time
ever, including issues #29-43!

Nightwing Vol. 2:
Bludhaven (Rebirth)-Tim
Seeley 2017-06-20 Dick
Grayson's adventures as
Nightwing continue in the
second volume collecting the
best-selling NIGHTWING
series from DC Unverse
Rebirth! Former Robin and
retired superspy Dick Grayson
has returned to Gotham and
stepped back into his life as
Nightwing--the blue-and-black
clad vigilante known for going
where others won't. Fresh off
a deep cover operation to
infiltrate the Parliament of
Owls, Nightwing must come
to terms with secrets of his
past that will forever change
his destiny. Featuring
appearances by Batman and
Superman, this volume is
packed with nonstop action
and adventure! Written by
GRAYSON veteran scribe Tim
Seeley, NIGHTWING VOL. 2
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continues the spectacular
adventures of the former
Robin, Dick Grayson! Collects
NIGHTWING #7-12.

Nightwing Vol. 7: The
Bleeding Edge-Benjamin
Percy 2019-01-01 It's a new
beginning for Dick Grayson,
as novelist Benjamin Percy
takes the vigilante on a highoctane, adrenaline-fueled
adventure in Nightwing Vol.
7, a great jumping on point
for new readers! Change is on
the horizon. A new
technologist sets his sights on
BlŸdhaven, creating a
holographic, interconnected
city where everyone is an
individual and part of a larger
network. It's the internet
made physical. Gentrification
on gigabyte-laced steroids.
But when this new utopia
encroaches on his turf,
Nightwing starts to uncover a
sinister plot based not on
revenge...but on a reckoning.
Incoming creative team of
horror novelist and Green
Arrow alumn Benjamin Percy
and artist Chris Mooneyham
(Boom Studios's Planet of the
Apes) will take Nightwing on
a digital nightmare that will
have long-lasting
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

ramifications for the DC
Universe in NightwingVol. 7!
This great new jumping-on
point is perfect for readers
wanting to catch up with Dick
Grayson! Collects #44-49 and
Annual #1.

Nightwing: Burnback-Scott
Lobdell 2019-11-12 It’s time.
Following his traumatic
gunshot wound, Ric Grayson
must come to terms with who
he is and what kind of hero he
wants to be...if he wants to be
one at all. And while Ric is
content to walk away from the
mantle, one woman has been
hiding in the shadows, waiting
to solidify an identity of her
own...an identity tied for all
eternity to the Clown Price of
Crime...enter The Joker’s
Daughter! Plus, meet the new
team looking to replace Ricthe Nightwings! Collects
NIGHTWING #57-62.

Nightwing-Devin Grayson
2006 "Originally published in
single magazine form in
Nightwing #112-117."

Grayson Vol. 1: Agents of
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Spyral (the New 52)-Tom
King 2016-01-26 Dick
Grayson. Former Sidekick.
Former Superhero. Former
dead man. Agent of Spyral?! A
thrilling new chapter of Dick
Grayson's life begins here. A
super-spy espionage thriller
that will shock you and prove
one thing: you might think
you know Nightwing--but you
don't know Dick. Collects
GRAYSON #1-7.

Nightwing Vol. 3: False
Starts-Chuck Dixon
2016-01-05 Acclaimed
creative team of Chuck Dixon,
Scott McDaniel and Karl Story
is joined by guest talents
Devin Grayson, Greg Land
and Bill Sienkiewicz! Dick
Grayson has left Gotham City
and made Nightwing a name
to be feared. But in the wake
of a devastating earthquake,
Nightwing must come to
terms with his decision to
start a new life in BlŸdhaven
instead of remaining in
Gotham. Meanwhile,
Nightwing teams up with the
Huntress to take down one of
the biggest crime families in
the country. The two lonely
heroes begin to realize that
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their partnership may be
more than just professional.
At the same time, Dick still
has to deal with the imposter
Nite-Wing. When supervillains and corrupt cops come
after this phony hero, Dick
Grayson is all that stands
between them and their
target. After all this mayhem,
it would be a great time for a
visit from his brother-incrime-fighting Tim Drakea.k.a. Robin! Collects
NIGHTWING #19-25,
NIGHTWING #1/2 and
NIGHTWING/HUNTRESS
#1-4.

Nightwing-Chuck Dixon 2015

Batman: Night of the
Monster Men-Tom King
2017-02-28 The first Batman
crossover of DC Rebirth is
here in BATMAN: NIGHT OF
THE MONSTER MEN! ItÕs
the storm of the century, and
itÕs headed straight for
Gotham City. The guardians
of this sprawling urban
center-Nightwing, Batwoman
and the Batman himself-think
theyÕve prepared for the
worst. They have no idea.
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Thanks to the machinations of
the macabre scientist Dr.
Hugo Strange, the storm has
unleashed a rain of monsters
upon the city. Colossal
creatures are stomping
through the streets,
terrorizing the citizens and
challenging the skills of even
GothamÕs greatest heroes.
Can the Dark Knight and his
allies stem the tide of
destruction? Or will the Night
of the Monster Men mark the
fall of the Bat? Find out in
BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE
MONSTER MEN, the first
crossover of the DC Rebirth
era from the creative team of
Steve Orlando
(MIDNIGHTER), Tom King
(BATMAN), Tim Seeley
(BATMAN ETERNAL), James
Tynion IV (DETECTIVE
COMICS), Riley Rossmo
(CONSTANTINE: THE
HELLBLAZER), Roge Antonio
(BATGIRL AND THE BIRDS
OF PREY) and Andy
MacDonald (THE NEW 52:
FUTURES END). This epic of
horror and heroism collects
BATMAN #7-8, NIGHTWING
#5-6 and DETECTIVE
COMICS #941-942.

Titans Hunt-Dan Abnett
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

2016-09-20 THE SECRET
HISTORY OF THE TEEN
TITANS REVEALED! Robin.
Wonder Girl. Speedy.
Aqualad. Hawk and Dove.
There was a time when these
and other young heroes were
synonymous with justice. They
were the Teen Titans, one of
the greatest superhero teams
in the entire Multiverse…but
that Multiverse has changed,
and the time of the Titans has
been wiped from the world.
So why are Dick Grayson and
Roy Harper-now better known
as Nightwing and Arsenalexperiencing memories of a
world they never knew? What
compels them to hunt for an
Atlantean named Garth and
an Amazon named Donna
Troy? What dangerous secrets
connect them to a powerful
stranger, a mysterious
psychic and an odd coupleand what do those secrets
mean for the fate of all life on
Earth? Somehow, somewhere,
somewhen, these men and
women were Titans. Now the
hunt is on for the force that
can reunite them so the Titans
can tower once more… One of
the DC Universe’s premier
teams returns for the first
time in years in TITANS
HUNT! Join writer Dan Abnett
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and artists Paulo Siqueira and
Stephen Segovia as they
uncover the titanic mystery
behind it all! Collects TITANS
HUNT #1-8, JUSTICE
LEAGUE #51 and TITANS
REBIRTH #1.

Grayson Vol. 2: We All Die
at Dawn-Tim Seeley
2016-01-26 The next thrilling
chapter of Dick GraysonÕs
life, and the mysterious
underside of the DC Universe!
Former acrobat. Former
Robin. Former Nightwing.
Spy. Dick Grayson, now
entrenched in the
international spy organization
known as Spyral, is on the
hunt for the Paragon Protocolmetahuman biological organs
that grant normal humans
supernatural abilities. But the
secret lifestyle of a spy isnÕt
easy. Dick must survive a
desert with a brutal man
known as Midnighter, while
protecting the life of an
infant. Then there is the
fatalistic rock band and the
brain damaged Irish bomber.
And what exactly is Mr.
Minos, director of Spyral, up
to? Collects GRAYSON #5-8
and GRAYSON ANNUAL #1.

nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

Grayson Vol. 3: NemesisTim Seeley 2016-05-17 Redhot creative team TIM
SEELEY (BATMAN ETERNAL)
and TOM KING (OMEGA
MEN) along with artist
MIKEL JANÍN (JUSTICE
LEAGUE DARK) continue the
smash-hit adventure in
GRAYSON VOL. 3: NEMESIS!
Dick Grayson is Agent 37,
super spy extraordinaire,
caught in a maze of mind
games and hidden agendas.
But with Batman dead, there
is no one to bring this spy in
from the cold. Now, someone
is killing rival spies and
setting it up to look like Dick
is the murderer. With no one
to trust, Grayson turns to the
only people he can-those
closest to him. Unfortunately,
all of them think he’s dead,
and some of them are none
too pleased to see him again.
Reunited with his fellow
Robins, Batgirl, and even
Superman, Dick is about to
find out that there’s no
escaping Spyral-even in
Gotham City! Collects
GRAYSON SNEAK PEEK,
GRAYSON #9-12 and
GRAYSON ANNUAL #2.
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Nightwing (2016-) #33-Tim
Seeley 2017-11-15
ÒRAPTORÕS REVENGEÓ
part four! The streets of
BlŸdhaven are burning.
Raptor is punishing
Nightwing for rejecting him.
Nightwing must rally the city
and the Run-Offs and hope
that BlockbusterÕs hatred of
him doesnÕt outweigh his
loyalty to the people of the
BlŸdhaven.

Nightwing Vol. 1:
Bludhaven-Dennis O'Neil
2014-12-09 Dennis O'Neil
introduces Dick Grayson's
brand new costume and
career in Nightwing's first
solo series! Nightwing flies
solo as Dick Grayson uncovers
new facts about the murder of
his parents--evidence
suggesting there was far more
to their deaths than he ever
suspected. But shadowy
forces have strong reasons for
keeping the truth buried and
send assassins to silence him
forever. Collecting
NIGHTWING #1-4,
NIGHTWING #1-8.

Nightwing: Rebirth (2016)

nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

#1-Tim Seeley 2016-07-13
He’s been Robin, Batman, a
spy, a ghost. Now, Dick
Grayson returns to Gotham
City to reclaim the life that
was taken from him. But when
a new evil threatens those he
loves most, Nightwing faces
being torn away from home
once again in order to destroy
the dark force once and for
all. Powerhouse artist Yanick
Paquette (BATMAN, SWAMP
THING) joins series writer
Tim Seeley (GRAYSON,
BATMAN & ROBIN
ETERNAL) to return
Nightwing to the DC
superhero stage!

Nightwing (2016-) #50Benjamin Percy 2018-10-03
ÒKnight TerrorsÓ begins
here! The big issue #50 kicks
off an epic four-part story that
brings together critical
moments of fear and doubt
from the past and the present.
A young Dick Grayson hopes
to escape the shadow of the
Bat and earn the title of
Nightwing, while an older
Dick Grayson must deal with a
blow he did not see coming. A
common enemy unites the
timelines: the Scarecrow, as
youÕve never seen him
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before! This story goes deep
into the mythology and
nightmarish development of
Dr. Jonathan Crane.

Superman-J. M. DeMatteis
1993-09-01 Story of
Superman as Batman.

Batgirl Vol. 3: Summer of
Lies-Hope Larson 2018-04-03
From the Eisner and Ignatz
award-winning author Hope
Larson comes the next
chapter for Gotham vigilante,
Batgirl! Barbara Gordon and
Dick Grayson are a very
different kind of Dynamic
Duo. No matter how far apart
their careers as Batgirl and
Nightwing take them, they
always seem to be drawn back
together. But the true nature
of their undeniable feelings
for each other is a mystery
even these world-class crimefighters can’t crack. They’d
better figure it out fast,
because when a deadly villain
from their past resurfaces, the
star-crossed superheroes are
forced to remember a time
they’d like to forget. And once
they realize that they’re
caught in a trap years in the
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making, it may be too late for
either of them to escape with
their lives, let alone their
hearts. Can Barbara and Dick
defeat the powerful enemy
behind it all? Or will this case
be their last dance? Find out
in BATGIRL VOL. 3: SUMMER
OF LIES Featuring art by
Chris Wildgoose, Eleonora
Carlini and Inaki Miranda and
guest-starring Catwoman and
the Mad Hatter. Collects
BATGIRL #12-17.

Nightwing: The Gray Son
Legacy-Dan, Jurgens
2020-05-19 A riot erupts in
the streets of Blu dhaven!
While the new Nightwings do
their best to contain the
situation, Ric faces off against
Talon-but the battle is one not
just of brawn, as Ric's psyche
is pushed to the limit when he
learns about his family history
all over again! Accepting his
destiny as the Gray Son, Ric
Grayson joins his greatgrandfather as the newest
Talon! Collects Nightwing
#63-69 and Nightwing Annual
#2.

The Flash by Geoff Johns
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Book Five-Geoff Johns
2018-03-20 The adventures of
Wally West, better known as
THE FLASH and the Fastest
Man Alive, written by #1 New
York Timesbest-selling author
Geoff Johns. The brewing
contest between the original
rogues gallery and the newest
rogues has finally ignited into
a war that may result in the
destruction of Keystone City
and the death of the Scarlet
Speedster. The rogues-turnedheroes get their minds
readjusted, thanks to the
revived villain Top, and when
both Zoom and his inspiration,
The Reverse-Flash, turn up,
things look bleak for the
Flash, Jay Garrick and Kid
Flash! Collects THE FLASH
#214-225.

Teen Titans-Geoff Johns
2005 Cyborg, Starfire, and
Raven plan to train the next
generation of heros--Robin,
Superboy, Impulse, and
Wonder Girl--but their efforts
are threatened by evil villains.

Red Hood and the Outlaws
Vol. 4: Good Night GothamScott Lobdell 2018-11-06 Is
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the Dark Trinity--Red Hood,
Artemis and Bizarro--meeting
their end? With their
Superman clone on the brink
of madness, do the Outlaws
need to go on a recruiting
drive? So, have you been
thinking about breaking bad?
There's never been a better
time to help your favorite
super-villain take over the
world, defeat an archnemesis
or rob a bank. Even the bad
guys need a little help, and
with the Henched app you can
find the perfect evil boss for
you! Just don't be surprised if
Red Hood and the Outlaws
show up to your budding
henchmen convention and
stop your dreams dead in
their tracks. Longtime writer
and industry legend Scott
Lobdell joins forces with
dynamic young artist Dexter
Soy for this next installment
on their hit series, Red Hood
and the Outlaws Vol. 4!
Collects issues #19-25.

Batman - Detective Comics
Vol. 7: Batmen EternalJames Tynion IV 2018-09-11
Following the tragic death of
one of their own, Batman's
team of vigilantes falls apart!
With his squad completely
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shattered, Batman must
confront Red Robin about the
future of their partnership...if
there even is one in BATMAN:
DETECTIVE COMICS VOL. 7:
BATMEN ETERNAL!
Following her deadly actions
in their last adventure,
Batwoman faces scrutiny from
Batman and Red Robin but
stands up for her actions. Will
Batman allow her to continue
bearing his symbol after
everything she has done? And
will the fallout put these
cousins--Bruce Wayne and
Kate Kane--at irreconcilable
odds with one another? From
writer James Tynion IV
(BATMAN/TEENAGE
MUTANT NINJA TURTLES)
and a spectacular art team
including Alvaro Martinez
(BATMAN ETERNAL) comes
the newest volume of
DETECTIVE COMICS!
Collects DETECTIVE COMICS
#975-981.

Titans Special (2018-) #1Dan Abnett 2018-06-13 ItÕs
the dawn of a new age of
TITANS! The events of
METAL and NO JUSTICE have
left the team in tatters, but a
strange new threat has
emerged to lead Nightwing to
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

reassemble the Titans with a
mix of old blood and new. A
rash of metahuman power
fluctuations are threatening
people around the globe, and
only the friends who grew up
as superheroes can help those
whose powers have grown out
of control! It all starts here in
this special issue kicking off a
bold new direction!

Nightwing: The New OrderKyle Higgins 2018-05-08 The
year is 2040, and Dick
Grayson has turned his back
on his costumed past. As
commander of the federal
paramilitary organization
known as the Crusaders, he
now enforces the legal ban on
all metahuman activity by
medically inhibiting or
incarcerating anyone-hero or
villain-who manifests
superpowers of any kind. But
when his son, Jake, suddenly
reveals superhuman abilities
that resist all efforts at
suppression, the man once
known as Nightwing must
return to the legacy he
abandoned and seek help
from the very people he has
condemned. After joining
forces with his ex-partners
from the Titans-including his
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estranged wife (and JakeÕs
mother), Starfire-Dick sets out
to free Jake from the
CrusadersÕ high-tech prison.
But the Pentagon has taken a
special interest in the case,
which means that former
Batwoman Kate Kane has
made it her mission to crack
the secret behind JakeÕs
mysterious immunity-and
what she discovers could
mean the end for the
Graysons, the Crusaders and
most of humanity! The team
behind the best-selling
Batman: Gates of Gothamacclaimed writer Kyle Higgins
(Nightwing, Deathstroke) and
super-stylish artist Trevor
McCarthy (Batwoman,
Batman Eternal)-reunites for
Nightwing: The New Order,
collecting the startling sixissue miniseries.

The Demon: Hell is EarthAndrew Constant 2018-11-06
Jason Blood and the Demon
Etrigan: the best of enemies,
destined to spend eternity
bound together by magic.
When a haunting vision leads
Jason to Death Valley, a
supernatural weapon is
unleashed, radically
transforming not only the
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

land, but also Blood...and the
Demon. As Etrigan and Jason
Blood adapt to their new
forms in the hell zone
engulfing Death Valley, they
find themselves in the
presence of a seemingly
psychic child, otherwise
unaffected by the nuclear hell
blast. But before they can
address the mystery of this
child, they must fight their
way to an old companion,
Madame Xanadu, who is
trapped in a roadside hotel of
hell. As hell continues to spew
into Earth, Blood must try and
contain an unhinged Etrigan,
capable of harming everyone
around them, including his
companions. Don't miss this
horrifying miniseries, where
Etrigan and Blood's
relationship will be changed
forever! The Demon: Hell is
Earth is a large-scale, thrilling
mix of action and terror
featuring tense, conflicted
relationships and brutal,
kinetic combat, with no less
than the fate of the world at
stake. Because in the world of
Etrigan the Demon, war is
literally hell. Written by
Andrew Constant, with
phenomenal art by Brad
Walker, this book collects
issues #1-6.
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Nightwing Vol. 7: ShrikeChuck Dixon 2018-02-20
Chuck Dixon continues his
run with the latest collection
of classic Nightwing stories in
NIGHTWING VOL. 7:
SHRIKE. Life for Nightwing
has never been this good!
He’s starting a promising
career as a Blüdhaven police
officer, he’s dating longtime
crush Barbara Gordon, a.k.a.
Oracle, and he is
systematically dismantling the
criminal empire that infests
his new hometown. But Dick
Grayson has made a
potentially fatal mistake, and
that mistake’s name is
Blockbuster. Down but not
out, the kingpin of Blüdhaven
has hired the ultimate
assassin to kill Nightwing: the
villain known only as Shrike.
This costumed killer has an
advantage over all the other
hired goons whom
Blockbuster has sent against
Nightwing; Shrike knows that
Nightwing is Batman’s former
sidekick, Robin, and the two
young martial artists trained
together when they were
teenagers. All this plus the
Birds of Prey, an alien
invasion and Dick Grayson
nightwing-volume-4-rebirth-blockbuster-nightwing-dc-universe-rebirth

taking on a new costumed
identity! The NIGHTWING
creative team of Chuck Dixon,
Greg Land and Drew Geraci
present NIGHTWING
VOLUME 7: SHRIKE,
collecting NIGHTWING
#54-60, NIGHTWING: OUR
WORLDS AT WAR #1 and
NIGHTWING: THE TARGET
#1!

Batman - Detective Comics:
The Rebirth Deluxe Edition
Book 2-James Tynion IV
2018-05-15 This latest Rebirth
Deluxe Edition features two of
the most critically acclaimed
arcs in the Dark KnightÕs
history in hardcover for the
first time in Batman:
Detective Comics: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 2.
BatmanÕs newest allies both
have histories theyÕd rather
forget, but when figures from
their respective secret origins
appear in Gotham, will
Cassandra Cain and Azrael be
able to keep their pasts from
destroying their present lives?
When the League of
ShadowsÑled by CassandraÕs
mother, the deadly Lady
ShivaÑcomes to take down
the team and bring Cassandra
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home, Orphan must weigh the
life that was planned for her
against the new path sheÕs
forging for herself. But what
place can society ever have
for someone with her violent
pedigree? Then, AzraelÕs
former masters, the Order of
St. Dumas, send the perfect
assassinÑan artificial
intelligence named
AscalonÑto hunt their exdisciple and all who stand
with him. Batman and
Zatanna need the power of a
mystical artifact called the
God Machine to turn the tide,
but will the MachineÕs
promise of absolute power
corrupt even the WorldÕs
Greatest Detective? Collecting
issues #950-962 in hardcover
for the first time, Batman:
Detective Comics: The Rebirth
Deluxe Edition Book 2
features BatmanÕs new
recruits in a trial by fire from
an all-star team led by writer
James Tynion IV
(Batman/Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles, Dark Days: The
Forge) and artists Alvaro
Martinez (Batman Eternal)
and Marcio Takara
(Nightwing)!

Jokes and Riddles-Tom King
2017-12-19 Early in Batman’s
career, the Joker and the
Riddler would seemingly be
natural allies. But each man
determined that he and he
alone must be the one to kill
the Bat...and either would
sooner burn down Gotham
than be beaten to the punch
line. Untold until now, one of
the darkest chapters in
Batman’s history sees all of
Gotham’s villains choosing
sides in a battle of wits that
soon turns into a full-blown
war—complete with civilian
casualties. In the War of Jokes
and Riddles, only one side can
claim victory...but the scars it
leaves will shape Batman’s
future as he makes the most
important decision of his life.
From the critically acclaimed,
best-selling creative team of
Tom King (GRAYSON, The
Vision) and Mikel Janin
(JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK),
the epic graphic tale
BATMAN: THE WAR OF
JOKES AND RIDDLES has
quickly embedded itself as
one of the great stories in the
Dark Knight’s mythology.
Collects issues #25-32.

Batman Vol. 4: The War of

Teen Titans: Earth One-Jeff
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Lemire 2017 "The Teen Titans
never felt like normal kids ...
but they had no idea how
right they were. Their
seemingly idyllic Oregon
upbringing hides a secret--one
that will bring killers,
shamans, and
extraterrestrials down on
their heads, and force them
into an alliance that could
shake the planet to its
foundations!"--

Nightwing-Scott Beatty 2005
Since fired by Batman, Dick
Grayson is Robin no more.
Unsure of what to do and
where to turn, he seeks solace
from familiar sources, such as
Superman. Unable to avoid
fighting crime, the man
Grayson begins a new odyssey
donning a new uniform and a
new na

(the New 52)-Kyle Higgins
2012-08 Slade Wilson is the
best mercenary in the DCU,
and he's been doing this a
long time. Some might say too
long. But they'll learn: Never
turn your back on
Deathstroke the Terminator.
He won't quit, no matter how
high the stakes.

The Nail-Alan Davis 1999
When Lex Luthor spearheads
a campaign against
parahumans and aliens, his
xenophobic rhetoric fans the
flame of fear and suspicion
and the Justice League of
America are transformed from
society's protectors to its
pariahs. As the situation
spirals out of control, it could
spell the end of the JLA.

Deathstroke. Vol. 1, Legacy
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